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Energy-efficient switching of magnetization is a central problem in nonvolatile magnetic storage
and magnetic neuromorphic computing. In the past two decades, several efficient methods of magnetic
switching were demonstrated including spin torque, magneto-electric, and microwave-assisted switching
mechanisms. Here we report the discovery of a new mechanism giving rise to magnetic switching. We
experimentally show that low-dimensional magnetic chaos induced by alternating spin torque can
strongly increase the rate of thermally-activated magnetic switching in a nanoscale ferromagnet. This
mechanism exhibits a well-pronounced threshold character in spin torque amplitude and its efficiency
increases with decreasing spin torque frequency. We present analytical and numerical calculations that
quantitatively explain these experimental findings and reveal the key role played by low-dimensional
magnetic chaos near saddle equilibria in enhancement of the switching rate. Our work unveils an
important interplay between chaos and stochasticity in the energy assisted switching of magnetic
nanosystems and paves the way towards improved energy efficiency of spin torque memory and logic.
The striking complexity that may arise in the trajec-
tories of a nonlinear deterministic dynamical system was
discovered by Henri Poincare´ in the 1880s while studying
the three-body problem of celestial mechanics1. This pi-
oneering work demonstrated strong sensitivity of the dy-
namic trajectories to small perturbations and gave birth
to a branch of science that studies chaos – deterministic
dynamics extremely sensitive to initial conditions2,3. The
ideas of Poincare´ led to the development of Kolmogorov–
Arnold–Moser (KAM) theory4, which describes the emer-
gence of chaotic dynamics arising from perturbations ap-
plied to integrable Hamiltonian systems. It is now well
established that chaotic dynamics is ubiquitous – it is
often encountered in celestial mechanics, biology, fluid
dynamics, astronomy, as well as mechanical and radio
engineering5. Notably, fluid turbulence – the central
problem in aerospace engineering – can be viewed as a
manifestation of chaotic dynamics6. From the fundamen-
tal point of view, the chaotic nature of molecular dynam-
ics has played a key role in establishing rigorous foun-
dations of statistical mechanics in connection with the
ergodic hypothesis and the law of increase of entropy7.
Remarkably, chaos may already arise in dynamical sys-
tems with a few degrees of freedom, such as systems de-
scribed by three state variables or by two state variables
in the presence of a time-varying external excitation8.
These low-dimensional dynamical systems are particu-
larly important for studies of chaos because time evolu-
tion of all state variables can be traceable in both ex-
periments and numerical simulations performed for such
testbed systems9.
In the field of magnetism, chaotic dynamics was pre-
viously observed in ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) ex-
periments at high excitation power10. In FMR measure-
ments, magnetization dynamics is excited by a microwave
frequency ac magnetic field applied to a macroscopic fer-
romagnetic body11. At low ac power levels, only the spa-
tially uniform mode of the magnetic precession is excited
resulting in periodic motion of the magnetization at the
frequency of the ac drive. When ac power increases above
a threshold value, nonlinear coupling of the uniform mode
to a continuum of spatially non-uniform spin wave modes
gives rise to an exponential growth of the amplitude of
multiple modes12. The resulting dynamic state of mag-
netization is a continuum of interacting large-amplitude
spin waves that can exhibit quasi-periodic, chaotic, and
turbulent types of dynamics13–15. Such nonlinear mag-
netization dynamics is currently a very active area of
study16–18.
While much work was done towards understanding of
chaotic dynamics in magnetic systems with continuous
degrees of freedom13,14, experimental studies of chaos in
magnetic systems with a few degrees of freedom are lack-
ing. In this article, we experimentally and theoretically
investigate chaotic dynamics in a ferromagnetic system
with two degrees of freedom subject to a periodic external
drive. This low-dimensional magnetic chaos is achieved
in a magnetic nanoparticle driven by alternating spin
transfer torque.
Geometric confinement discretizes the spectrum of
spin wave eigenmodes in a nanomagnet and thereby
suppresses energy- and momentum-conserving nonlinear
spin wave interactions present in bulk ferromagnets with
continuous spin wave spectrum19. This suppression of
nonlinear spin wave interactions allows for excitation of
large-amplitude quasi-uniform precession of magnetiza-
tion without simultaneous excitation of other spin wave
modes of the system20,21. We demonstrate that this type
of magnetic dynamics specific to nanoscale ferromagnets
provides a perfect testbed for studies of low-dimensional
magnetic chaos22–24.
Our studies reveal that chaotic magnetization dy-
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2FIG. 1. Device and free layer energy landscape. a, Schematics of nanoscale magnetic tunnel junction consisting of a
synthetic antiferromagnet (SAF) reference and a superparamagnetic Co60Fe20B20 free layer separated by an MgO tunnel barrier.
b, Unit sphere representing the free layer magnetization direction m with contour lines of constant magnetic anisotropy energy.
The biaxial magnetic anisotropy energy landscape consists of two energy minima at m parallel to the x-axis, two energy maxima
at m parallel to the z-axis and two saddle points for m parallel to the y-axis. c, Schematic illustration of the effect of ac
spin torque on thermally activated switching of the free layer. The free layer nanomagnet switching trajectory m(t) must pass
through the dark grey band induced by ac spin torque where deterministic magnetization trajectories connect the two potential
wells. The presence of this band of chaotic dynamics results in erosion of the boundary between the two potential wells and
reduction of the effective energy barrier for thermally activated switching of magnetization between the wells.
namics induced by alternating spin torque has profound
effect on thermally-assisted switching of magneti-
zation in a nanomagnet. This intriguing coupling
between low-dimensional deterministic chaos and
temperature-induced stochastic dynamics25–27 is not
only of fundamental interest but also of significant prac-
tical importance. Indeed, novel non-volatile magnetic
storage technologies such as spin transfer torque mem-
ory (STT-RAM)28–30 and microwave-assisted magnetic
recording (MAMR31–33) rely on thermally activated
switching of nanoscale ferromagnets. Additionally,
innovative computing schemes, such as neuromorphic
computing34 and invertible logic35, have been proposed
in such systems in the telegraphic switching regime.
Our work reveals that low-dimensional deterministic
chaos can be employed for reduction of the effective
magnetic energy barrier for switching of magnetization
in a nanoscale ferromagnet and thereby paves the way
towards more energy-efficient nonvolatile magnetic
storage and logic technologies.
Low dimensional chaos in a nanomagnet
In this article, we present experimental and theoretical
studies of low-dimensional chaos in a nanoscale ferromag-
net with biaxial magnetic anisotropy. The nanomagnet
is a 1.8 nm thick Co60Fe20B20 elliptical thin-film element
with lateral dimensions of 50×75 nm2 that is sufficiently
small to support a single-domain ground state. We detect
the direction of the nanomagnet magnetization electri-
cally via embedding the nanomagnet as a free layer into
a nanoscale magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) illustrated
in Fig. 1a. Rotation of the free layer magnetization with
respect to the synthetic antiferromagnet (SAF) reference
layers results in variation of the MTJ resistance via tun-
neling magneto-resistance (TMR) effect36,37. Since di-
rections of the magnetic moments within the SAF are
fixed36,37, variation of the MTJ resistance with time
arises solely from magnetization dynamics of the free
layer.
The direction of the free layer magnetization can be
described by a vector m on a unit-sphere as shown in
Fig. 1b. Dipolar interactions give rise to magnetic shape
anisotropy of the nanomagnet that is predominantly
easy-plane with its hard axis along the film normal38.
A weaker easy-axis anisotropy is present in the sample
plane with its easy axis parallel to the long axis of the
ellipse. The biaxial anisotropy energy landscape of this
system with two degrees of freedom can be visualized
by drawing constant-energy contours on the unit sphere
(Fig. 1b). This landscape consists of two magnetic po-
tential energy wells near the energy minima at mx = ±1
and two saddle points at my = ±1. The constant energy
contours passing through the saddle points (thick black
lines in Fig. 1b) are separatrices that form the boundaries
of the potential wells.
In the following sections we show that chaotic magne-
tization dynamics of the free layer nanomagnet can be
induced by ac spin torque when m passes sufficiently
close to the separatrices. Specifically, chaotic dynamics
is realized within a band of anisotropy energies around
the separatrix energy (dark gray band in Fig. 1c). The
width of this band of chaotic dynamics increases with
increasing amplitude of the ac drive39,40. Infinitesimal
changes of the initial direction of m within this energy
band are predicted to result in strong variation of the
magnetization trajectory, which is the main signature of
deterministic chaos.
The process of magnetization switching from one
potential well into the other necessarily involves crossing
the separatrices and, therefore, must proceed via the
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FIG. 2. Random telegraph noise measurements. a, Schematics for random telegraph noise (blue) and spin torque
ferromagnetic resonance (brown) experiments. b, Dependence of the free layer switching rate w on applied microwave ac power
and frequency. The solid lines are guides to the eye. The insets show resistance of the MTJ as a function of time measured
at two values of a 0.5 GHz ac power: (i) Pac = −55 dBm and (ii) Pac = −18.5 dBm. c, Threshold ac drive voltage V 0ac as
a function of the ac drive frequency. The black solid line is theoretical prediction for the onset of ac-driven chaotic dynamics
evaluated analytically at zero temperature.
band of chaotic dynamics induced by the ac drive.
Therefore, we expect the ac-driven chaotic dynamics to
affect the nanomagnet switching behavior. In this arti-
cle, we experimentally investigate thermally activated
switching between the potential wells schematically
illustrated by a stochastic trajectory in Fig. 1c (red
line). We study the effect of ac spin torque drive on the
rate of thermally activated switching of the free layer
nanomagnet and thereby probe the effect of chaotic
dynamics on the switching process.
Experimental results
In order to accelerate measurements of thermally-
activated switching of the free layer nanomagnet, we em-
ploy MTJ samples with superparamagnetic free layers41,
in which the free layer stochastically switches between the
two anisotropy energy wells at the rate of several tens
of Hz. This system exhibiting random telegraph noise
(RTN)25,42 allows us to collect statistically accurate data
on thermally activated switching rates and their modifi-
cation by ac spin torque over experimentally convenient
time of several hours at room temperature.
The high value of tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR)
of the MTJ spin-valve allows us to monitor the RTN dy-
namics of the free layer in real time. The experimental
setup for the RTN measurements is shown in Fig. 2a. A
low-level probe current (-25 µA) is applied to the MTJ
and the voltage across the device is measured by a high-
performance DAQ in real time (Methods). In these mea-
surements, we apply a small in-plane magnetic field (3.7
mT) along the nanomagnet easy axis that compensates
the stray field from the SAF layer acting onto the free
layer and balances the dwell times of the free layer in
the high-resistance (antiparallel, AP) and low-resistance
(parallel, P) states. A microwave frequency ac voltage
applied to the MTJ via the ac port of the bias tee gives
rise to an ac spin torque applied to the free layer by
spin-polarized electric current from the SAF layer. The
switching rate of the free layer nanomagnet is the inverse
of the dwell time w ≡ 1/τ . Examples of time-domain
RTN data are shown in the insets of Fig. 2b.
Example of the measured switching rate dependence
on the applied microwave power Pac is shown in Fig. 2b
for the ac spin torque frequencies f = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0,
and 3.0 GHz. All these frequencies lie below the FMR
frequency of the free layer fFMR = 5.1 GHz (Supple-
mentary Note 1), as determined from field-modulated
spin torque ferromagnetic resonance (ST-FMR) measure-
ments (Methods)43.
The RTN data in Fig. 2b reveal that the switching
rate of the free layer is strongly affected by ac spin toque
with frequencies well below the FMR frequency of the
free layer. Furthermore, lower frequencies of the ac drive
have stronger effect on the switching rate. These data
clearly show that the observed effect of the ac drive on
switching is not connected to the resonant excitation of
the free layer magnetization (FMR). We argue that the
observed effect of the low-frequency ac drive arises from
the low dimensional chaotic dynamics induced by the ac
spin torque.
The data in Fig. 2b clearly show that the effect of ac
spin torque on the free layer switching has a threshold
character in the ac power. These data also reveal that
the threshold power decreases with decreasing frequency
of the ac drive. In order to quantify the dependence of
the threshold power on the ac drive frequency, we define
the threshold power P 0ac as the ac power at which the
switching rate w doubles compared to its value in the
absence of the ac drive.
Fig. 2c shows frequency dependence of the ac thresh-
old voltage V 0ac applied to the sample calculated from
the measured threshold power Pac by correcting for
frequency-dependent attenuation in the measurement
circuit and impedance-dependent ac signal reflection
4from the sample44. The black solid line in Fig. 2c shows
our zero-temperature theoretical prediction (discussed
in the next section) for frequency dependence of the ac
threshold voltage for the onset of chaotic magnetization
dynamics. The prediction is in good agreement with our
experimental data in a wide range of ac frequencies (1-4
GHz) below the FMR frequency. The deviations from
the analytic prediction at higher and lower frequencies
will be addressed in the Discussion section.
Theory
From a theoretical point of view, the chaotic magne-
tization dynamics induced by ac torque can be studied
with tools of nonlinear dynamical systems such as the
Poincare´ map39. Such analysis allows the definition of
the concept of erosion of the stability region of magnetic
equilibria by the ac drive40, which provides a natural
connection between deterministic chaos and thermally-
activated switching over the energy barrier.
Magnetization dynamics for a uniformly magnetized
particle driven by spin torque is described by the stochas-
tic Landau-Lifshitz equation45,46:
dm
dt
= −m×(heff + α (m× heff)− β (m× ep) + νhN) ,
(1)
where m is the magnetization vector of unit length |m| =
1 (normalized by the saturation magnetization Ms), time
is measured in units of (γMs)
−1 (γ is the absolute value
of the gyromagnetic ratio), heff = −∂g/∂m is the ef-
fective field, g = g(m,ha) is the magnetic free energy,
ha is the external magnetic field, α is the damping con-
stant, β(t) = βac cos(ωt) is the normalized ac Slonczewski
spin torque46 (βac = 2λJac/Jp, with Jac, λ, ep being in-
jected current density, spin polarization factor, polarizer
unit-vector, respectively) and Jp = |e|γM2s tFL/(gLµB)
is an intrinsic current density value depending on free
layer saturation magnetization Ms and thickness tFL (e
is the electron charge, gL ≈ 2 is the Lande´ factor, µB
is the Bohr magneton), ν is the thermal noise intensity,
and hN(t) is the standard isotropic Gaussian white-noise
stochastic process. The energy function g, measured in
units of µ0M
2
s V (µ0 is the vacuum permeability and V
the volume of the particle), is given by:
g(m,ha) =
1
2
Dxm
2
x +
1
2
Dym
2
y +
1
2
Dzm
2
z −m · ha (2)
where Dx, Dy, Dz are the biaxial anisotropy constants.
The intensity of the thermal noise ν is connected to the
damping α in accordance with the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem46, i.e. ν2 = (2αkBT )/(µ0M
2
s V ), where T is the
absolute temperature of the thermal bath and kB is the
Boltzmann constant.
We initially solve the Landau-Lifshitz equation in the
absence of thermal noise (ν = 0) in order to elucidate
the role of deterministic chaos for the system of inter-
est. Magnetization on the unit sphere described by equa-
tion (1) (with ν = 0) is a two dimensional dynamical sys-
tem of nonautonomous type since the right-hand-side of
the equation depends explicitly and periodically on time.
This type of dynamics can be conveniently studied by
introducing the stroboscopic map P [·], defined as47:
mn+1 = P [mn] , (3)
where mn = m(t0 + nTac), and Tac = 2pi/ω, which
maps an initial magnetization m(t0) to the magnetiza-
tion m(t0 + Tac) obtained by integrating equation (1)
(with ν = 0) over a time interval equal to the period Tac
of the ac drive.
The mathematical form of the stroboscopic map can-
not be derived in closed form, but certain features of
the map dynamics can be obtained when the damping
and the applied spin torque are small. In this case, the
map describes the perturbation of the conservative dy-
namics described by equation (1) when α = 0, βac = 0,
and ν = 0. The time evolution of magnetization in the
conservative dynamics follows the constant energy con-
tours, which are sketched in Fig. 3a. A crucial role in
the conservative dynamics, equation (3), is played by the
saddle equilibria points (x
(0)
d1 , x
(0)
d2 ) heteroclinically con-
nected by separatrices that mark the boundaries of the
two potential wells (Fig. 3a).
For non-zero damping and spin torque (α 6= 0, βac 6=
0), the saddle points of the map (xd1, xd2) are the origin
of lines, referred to as stable and unstable manifolds, that
play analogous role to the separatrices of the conserva-
tive case (α = 0, βac = 0) and thereby provide structure
to the state space (see Fig. 3b). The stable manifolds
W s1 , W
s
2 are sets (curves) of all initial conditions which
under the action of the map (equation (3)) approach the
saddles xd1, xd2, respectively. The unstable manifolds
Wu1 , W
u
2 are sets (curves) of all initial conditions which
under backward flow of time on the stroboscopic map
(equation (3)) approach the saddles xd1, xd2, respec-
tively. These manifolds are invariant sets, which means
that they contain all forward and backward map iterates
of points taken on them.
In Fig. 3b, the two manifolds W s1 and W
u
2 are sketched
and their splitting is indicated by d. This splitting de-
pends on the value of damping and ac spin torque, and
it may vanish for a sufficiently large ac spin torque am-
plitude. When this occurs, a point of intersection xa be-
longing to both invariant sets W s1 and W
u
2 emerges (see
Fig. 3c). This implies that forward and backward iterates
of P [·] starting from xa must belong to W s1 ∩Wu2 and thus
that the two curves W s1 , W
u
2 must intersect an infinite
number of times (see Fig. 3c). This phenomenon is re-
ferred to as heteroclinic tangle (chaotic saddle) and is re-
sponsible for chaotic and unpredictable dynamic behav-
ior of the system near the saddles. This chaotic dynamics
can be illustrated in terms of lobe dynamics. Regions of
the state space bounded by segments of stable and un-
stable manifolds of the saddles form lobes, examples of
which are the colored regions in Fig. 3c. Under the action
of the map, one lobe transforms into another. There are
two classes of lobes: the escaping ones (marked by red
color), which tend to bring points outside the well, and
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FIG. 3. Qualitative sketches of the magnetization trajectories in the (φ,mz)-plane. (φ is the azimuthal angle around
the z-axis). a, Conservative trajectories (α = 0, βac = 0, designated by superscript
(0)). Γ1,Γ2 are constant energy trajectories
and Γ is the heteroclinic trajectory (separatrix). b, Damping dominated dynamics (α > 0, βac < β
crit
x , d > 0). Here xd1,xd2
are saddle equilibria; xs1,xs2 are node-type equilibria; W
s
1 is stable manifold associated with xd1; W
u
2 is unstable manifold
associated with xd2; d is the splitting of the manifolds. c, Heteroclinic tangle formation (α > 0, βac > β
crit
x ). The manifold
intersection points xa,xb,xc are generated by iterating the stroboscopic map equation (3). Intersecting stable and unstable
manifolds form lobes. Blue regions indicate capturing lobes that keep the magnetization inside the given potential well while
red regions show escaping lobes that bring magnetization outside of the well. The colored arrows indicate the transformation
of one lobe into another under the action of the map equation (3).
the capturing lobes (marked by blue color), which tend
to bring points inside the well. Escaping and capturing
lobes do actually finely intersect possibly a denumerable
amount of times, and this gives rise to a fractal boundary
between the points which enter the well and points which
escape the well47. The region in which lobes formed by
the stable and unstable manifold intersect is the region
where chaotic saddle dynamics takes place.
For sufficiently small applied torques and damping, the
splitting d can be analytically derived by using the Mel-
nikov function technique48,49 and one can calculate the
threshold ac torque50,51 at which the splitting becomes
zero and the saddle becomes chaotic. Such threshold val-
ues of βac for the onset of the heteroclinic tangle, for spin
current polarized along each of the anisotropy principle
axes are:39:
βcritx = β
crit
opt /k
′, βcrity =∞, βcritz = βcritopt /k , (4)
βcritopt =
2αΩd
pi
cosh
piω
2Ωd
,
where k2 = (Dz − Dy)/(Dz − Dx), k′2 = 1 − k2,
Ωd =
√
(Dz −Dy)(Dy −Dx). The infinite result for the
case of y-polarization is due to the fact that the method
is first order accurate with respect to perturbation am-
plitudes α, β. The result implies that a spin polarization
along the y axis produces a much weaker effect with re-
spect to other orientations. In our experiment, the spin
polarization vector set by the SAF magnetic moment di-
rection is parallel to the x axis, which means that the
critical ac spin torque value needed to induce chaotic
magnetization dynamics in our MTJ system is βcritx .
Using Eq. (4), we calculate the zero-temperature
threshold ac voltage for the onset of heteroclinic tangle
V 0ac(f). For the conversion from dimensionless to
physical units, we remark that a spin-torque amplitude
βcritx = 1 corresponds to an ac voltage V
0
ac = 15.5 V
and a dimensionless angular frequency ω = 1 corre-
sponds to a frequency f = 30.8 GHz (see Methods for
details). Thus, the calculated threshold voltage V 0ac(f)
is compared to the measured threshold voltage in Fig. 2c.
Discussion
The agreement between the measured and theoretically
predicted threshold voltages is excellent in the 1-4 GHz
frequency range (region labeled Deterministic chaos in
Fig. 2c). The deviations of the threshold voltage from
the value predicted by the heteroclinic tangle theory at
frequencies below 1 GHz (region labeled Ne´el-Brown in
Fig. 2c) arise from adiabatic enhancement of the am-
plitude of thermal fluctuations of magnetization by spin
torque. When the ac spin torque frequency is lower than
the Ne´el-Brown attempt frequency for thermally acti-
vated switching52,53, antidamping spin torque can signif-
icantly amplify the amplitude of thermally-induced mag-
netization precession in a half-cycle of the ac drive54 and
thereby induce switching over the energy barrier.
This mechanism of thermally assisted switching is dis-
tinctly different from the heteroclinic tangle mechanism
and it can significantly decrease the low-frequency value
of the ac threshold voltage below that predicted by
Eq. (4). To verify the role of this mechanism, we numer-
ically solved55 the stochastic LLG equation (1) at T =
300 K (Methods). The results of these simulations shown
in Fig. 4b are in a remarkably good agreement with the
experimental data shown in Fig. 4a over the entire fre-
quency range employed in the experiment. These simu-
lations confirm that the threshold voltage is significantly
reduced by the antidamping action of ac spin torque at
frequencies below the attempt frequency but is nearly
insensitive to temperature at frequencies exceeding the
attempt frequency.
We also observe deviations of the threshold voltage
from the value predicted by the heteroclinic tangle the-
ory at frequencies near the FMR frequency (region la-
beled FMR in Fig. 2c), which can be explained by res-
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FIG. 4. Room temperature free layer switching rate. The rate is mapped as a function of the applied ac voltage Vac and
frequency f for (a) experiment and (b) numerical solution of the stochastic LLG equation (Eq. (1)). The black line overlayed
on (b) is analytical prediction of the threshold voltage for the onset of zero-temperature chaotic dynamics due to heteroclinic
tangle, while the grey line is experimentally measured threshold voltage obtained from the experimental data in (a).
onant transfer of energy from the ac spin torque to
magnetization at the FMR frequency11. This resonant
mechanism of lowering the threshold for thermally acti-
vated switching of magnetization is exploited in MAMR
technologies31–33. From the data in Fig. 4, one can see
that the erosion of the effective energy barrier due to
chaos at sub-FMR frequencies is more efficient at leading
to magnetization switching than the resonant absorption
of energy near the FMR frequency. This implies that
deterministic chaos induced by a sub-FMR-frequency
drive may be a more energy-efficient approach to energy-
assisted switching of magnetization than MAMR at the
FMR frequency.
It is important to stress that the effect observed in the
1-4 GHz regime is not related to the FMR phenomenon.
In FMR type dynamics, magnetization exhibits ac-driven
small-angle deviations from the easy axis mx = ±1, and
the ac frequency is close to the FMR frequency. In the
present study, we focus on dynamics driven by frequen-
cies substantially lower than the FMR frequency. For suf-
ficiently high ac power, chaotic dynamics is induced when
magnetization is almost orthogonal to the easy axis (near
my = ±1, the saddle critical points of anisotropy energy,
as illustrated in Fig. 1b). This regime corresponds to
the top of the two potential wells in Fig. 1c, which are
rarely visited by magnetization in thermal equilibrium.
However, in the process of switching from one well to the
other, magnetization must pass near one of the saddle
critical points and, for this reason, the switching rate is
affected by the ac-driven chaotic dynamics.
From another perspective, such chaotic regime results
in partial erosion of the magnetic anisotropy barrier sepa-
rating two potential wells56. The concept of such barrier
erosion, as well as a more detailed picture of the interplay
between chaotic dynamics and thermal fluctuations, are
illustrated in Fig. 5a-c, which are obtained by numerical
simulations of magnetization dynamics (Supplementary
Note 2). These figures can be thought of as the actual
representation of the qualitative sketch shown in Fig. 1c.
By using a color scale, we represent the different degrees
of stability of the magnetization states inside a potential
well. The degree of stability of a given state is measured
by the number of ac-excitation periods after which the
trajectory starting from that state leaves the mx = +1
potential well. In this figure, red points represent the
initial directions of magnetization that do not leave the
potential well and, therefore, are states with the highest
stability; conversely, points with color toward the blue
are those with decreasingly less stability.
In Fig. 5a, for zero temperature and zero ac excita-
tion, stable points fill the entire energy well around the
energy minimum along the easy x axis. In Fig. 5b, for
zero temperature and sufficiently large ac voltage, fractal
instability regions arising from chaotic dynamics appear
in the energy well, which reduces the stability margin
of the equilibrium. In Fig. 5c, when both ac voltage
and temperature are nonzero, the entangled instability
regions due to chaos are smoothed out by thermal fluc-
tuations, but the effective erosion of stability margin of
the equilibrium remains, which implies a reduction of the
barrier for thermally activated switching. With increas-
ing degree of erosion, the thermally activated switching
rate dramatically increases. This is the experimentally
detectable signature of chaos.
The interplay between such chaotic regime of magnetic
dynamics and thermal fluctuations, to our knowledge,
has not been studied. It is well-known that the thermal
transition (escape) times are described by the Arrhenius
law: τ = τ0 exp [∆E/kBT ], where ∆E is the anisotropy
energy barrier for switching, and 1/τ0 is the attempt
7FIG. 5. Visualizing chaos. Directional map of probability of magnetization initially within the x > 0 potential well to remain
within this well after 5 periods of alternating spin torque drive. Red color marks the initial direction of magnetization resulting
in magnetization staying withing the well, while blue color marks initial magnetization direction resulting in escape from the
well after 5 periods of the drive. a, At zero temperature and in the absence of spin torque any initial direction of magnetization
within the well indefinitely remains within the well. b, At zero temperature and alternating spin torque exceeding the threshold
value, the fractal structure of escaping and capturing lobes within the well near the separatrices is apparent. Colors intermediate
between red and blue appear as a result of coarse grained averaging of the fractal lobe structure over a small but finite solid
angle. It is clear from this figure that chaotic dynamics induced by alternating spin torque decreases the basin of stability to a
region in the center of the well, thereby reducing the effective energy barrier between the two wells. c, At room temperature
and spin torque drive exceeding the threshold value, the fractal lobe structure of the well is blurred by thermal fluctuations
but the chaos-induced erosion of the basin of stability is still apparent.
frequency52. The problem of generalizing the Arrhenius
law to the regime of ac-driven chaotic dynamics remains
largely open. Our work shows that the effect of chaotic
dynamics on the escape rate is detectable in magnetic
nanodevices, which should stimulate both experimental
and theoretical studies of this important problem.
In contrast to the majority of previous studies of
chaotic dynamics focused on steady-state chaotic motion,
the chaotic dynamics studied here is of transient type57.
This kind of chaos is essentially of the same nature as the
one discovered by Poincare` in the three body problem
and addressed by KAM theory. However, the magnetic
chaos studied here cannot be directly described by KAM
theory, which is formulated for conservative systems. In-
deed, ac spin torque driving chaotic magnetic dynamics
in our MTJ system is manifestly non-conservative (as
well as the Gilbert damping torque).
As a general rule, physical systems with multistable
energy landscape, which are weakly dissipative and sub-
ject to sufficiently large ac excitations, exhibit chaotic
dynamics near their saddle equilibria47. Nanoscale mag-
netic devices, such as the MTJs studied in this work, are
an important case of this class of systems. The possibil-
ity of measuring and controlling magnetization in these
devices in real time gives a unique opportunity to study
chaotic dynamics. In this work, we explored this oppor-
tunity which, to our knowledge, is one of the first clear
attempts to detect chaos in nanoscale systems at room
temperature. It is remarkable that the analytical calcu-
lation based on deterministic dynamics leads to correct
predictions of the experimentally measured frequency de-
pendence of the threshold power needed to trigger low di-
mensional magnetic chaos. Our results are not restricted
to the field of nanomagnetism; we expect them to be
important in a variety of driven dynamical systems and
phenomena such as nanomechanical oscillators58, multi-
stable lasers59, and stimulated chemical reactions60.
Finally, from the application point of view, energy ef-
ficient switching of magnetization is highly desirable for
practical spintronic memory and logic devices61–64. Our
work shows that ac-driven chaos can facilitate thermally-
assisted switching of magnetization, which provides a
new pathway towards energy-efficient magnetic nanode-
vices. For example, nanoscale magnetic tunnel junctions
with superparamagnetic free layers are now being ex-
ploited in emergent neuromorphic computing41,65. Our
results show that low dimensional chaos provides tun-
ability of switching rates in such systems, and as such,
may lead to novel computing schemes that simultane-
ously harness stochasticity and deterministic chaos.
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III. METHODS
Sample description. The magnetic tun-
nel junctions (MTJs) are patterned from (bottom
lead)|(5)Ta|(15)PtMn|SAF|(0.8)MgO|(1.8)CoFeB|(2)Cu|
(top lead) multilayers (thickness in nm) de-
posited by magnetron sputtering. Here SAF ≡
(2.5)Co70Fe30|(0.85)Ru|(2.4)Co40Fe40B20 is the pinned
synthetic antiferromagnet, with magnetic moments lying
in the sample plane, which is used as both the polarizer
and reference layer. The unpatterned multilayers were
annealed at a temperature of 300◦ C in an external field
of 10 kOe applied in the sample plane for 2 hours. The
elliptical MTJs are patterned such that the major axis
(easy ferromagnetic axis) is parallel to the annealing
field direction.
Spin torque ferromagnetic resonance. We em-
ploy field-modulated spin torque ferromagnetic reso-
nance (ST-FMR) technique to determine fFMR in our
samples43,66,67. In these measurements, microwave volt-
age is applied to the MTJ through the ac port of the bias
tee, and rectified voltage generated by the MTJ at the
frequency of magnetic field modulation is measured by a
lock-in amplifier through the DC port of the bias tee, as
schematically illustrated in Fig. 2a.
Random telegraph noise measurements. The
thermally activated switching rate of the free layer in
the MTJ is monitored via random telegraph noise (RTN)
measurements. The experimental setup for the RTN
measurements is shown in Fig. 2a. A low-level probe
current (-25 µA) is applied to the MTJ and the voltage
across the device is measured by a high-performance data
acquisition system (DAQ National Instruments USB-
6356) in order to monitor the MTJ resistance as a func-
tion of time. In these measurements, we apply a small in-
plane magnetic field (3.7 mT) along the nanomagnet easy
axis that compensates the stray field from the SAF layer
acting onto the free layer and balances the dwell times
of the free layer in the high-resistance (antiparallel, AP,
3350 Ω) and low-resistance (parallel, P, 1450 Ω) states.
A microwave frequency ac voltage can be applied to the
MTJ via the ac port of the bias tee. This voltage gives
rise to an ac spin torque applied to the free layer by spin-
polarized electric current from the SAF layer. The dwell
times of the P state τP and the AP state τAP were found
to remain balanced under the ac drive (τAP = τP = τ).
The switching rate of the free layer nanomagnet is the
inverse of the dwell time w ≡ 1/τ .
Numerical simulations The stochastic LLG equa-
tion (1) has been repeatedly solved55 for an ensemble
of N = 20000 particle replicas, for given values of βac
and ω to compute the average switching rates of Fig. 4b.
The values of parameters used in simulations are µ0Ms =
1.1T,Dx = 0.035, Dy = 0.056, Dz = 0.909, α = 0.016.
Dimensionless angular frequency ω = 1 corresponds to
frequency f = γMs/(2pi) = 30.789 GHz, dimensionless
ac spin-torque βac = 1 corresponds to injected ac current
with amplitude Iac = JpS/(2λ) = 6.5 mA (polarization
factor λ = 0.6, MTJ cross-sectional area S = 2.9452 ×
10−15 m2, Jp = |e|γM2s tFL/(gLµB) = 2.63× 1012 A/m2,
tFL = 1.8 nm). Conversion between current and voltage
applied to the MTJ is performed as Vac = RIac where the
resistance R = (RP +RAP)/2 = 2400 Ω is the average be-
tween the measured MTJ resistance values in the parallel
and anti-parallel states; thus, an ac spin-torque βac = 1
corresponds to a voltage Vac = 2400 Ω×6.5 mA = 15.5 V.
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FIG. S1. Spin torque ferromagnetic resonance measurement.
We employ field-modulated spin torque ferromagnetic resonance (ST-FMR) technique to determine the ferromag-
netic resonance frequency fFMR in our samples
43,66. In these measurements, microwave voltage is applied to the MTJ
through the ac port of the bias tee, and rectified voltage generated by the MTJ at the frequency of magnetic field
modulation is measured by a lock-in amplifier through the DC port of the bias tee, as schematically illustrated in
Fig. 2a of the main text. The ST-FMR spectra measured as a function of in-plane magnetic field applied parallel to
the free layer easy axis reveal that the lowest frequency mode of the free layer (the quasi-uniform FMR mode) in zero
applied field is fFMR = 5.1 GHz, as shown in Fig. S1
43. A higher order spin wave mode is observed at f = 9 GHz43.
In the main text we are mainly concerned with the magnetization dynamics at driving frequencies below fFMR.
SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE 2: BASIN EROSION
A direct consequence arising from the onset of chaotic magnetization dynamics is the phenomenon of erosion of the
basins of attraction of asymptotic regimes68, i.e. regions of magnetization dynamics that stay within a given energy
well for arbitrarily long times. In fact, the effect of the heteroclinic tangle (chaotic saddle) and the presence of lobes
lead to the deterministic escape of magnetization trajectories within the potential well around one free energy minima
to outside the well. The erosion has important practical consequences as it is similar to a reduction of the depth of
the potential well. Thus, it reduces the ‘safety region’ around a stable equilibrium state. In addition, the boundary
of the basin of attraction of asymptotic regimes inside the well acquires a fractal nature.
We stress that the basin erosion phenomenon is of purely deterministic origin and can be studied numerically40,56
by iterating the stroboscopic map (main text equation (3)) associated with zero-temperature LLG equation for an
2FIG. S2. Quantitative analysis of basin erosion. Top panel A: degree of erosion η as a function of ac drive frequency f and
voltage Vac. Lower panels B,C,D,E: numerically computed basin erosion produced in the (φ,mz)-plane for T = 0 and ac
spin-torque polarizer along the x direction. The low energy well is initially filled by N = 105 phase points. When the trajectory
originating from a phase point escapes the well within n = 5 iterations of the map (3), it is considered ’unsafe’ and disregarded.
The remaining phase points correspond to ’safe’ initial conditions. Panels B,C,D,E refer to different ac frequency/amplitude
pairs (associated with markers B,C,D,E in top panel A). Values of parameters refer to a MTJ with 75× 50× 1.8 nm3 elliptical
free layer for which µ0Ms = 1.1T,Dx = 0.035, Dy = 0.056, Dz = 0.909, α = 0.016. Dimensionless angular frequency ω = 1
corresponds to frequency f = γMs/(2pi) = 30.789 GHz, dimensionless ac spin-torque βac = 1 corresponds to injected ac current
with amplitude Iac = JpS/(2λ) = 6.5 mA (polarization factor λ = 0.6, cross-sectional MTJ area S = 2.9452 × 10−15 m2,
Jp = |e|γM2s tFL/(gLµB) = 2.63 × 1012 A/m2, tFL = 1.8 nm). Conversion between current and voltage applied to the MTJ is
performed as Vac = RIac where the resistance R = (RP+RAP)/2 = 2400Ω is the average between the measured MTJ resistance
values in the parallel and anti-parallel states (see section Methods); thus, a value of the dimensionless ac spin-torque βac = 1
corresponds to an applied voltage Vac = 2400Ω× 6.5mA = 15.5 V.
ensemble of a very large number N of initial conditions filling one energy well and progressively removing the states
that escape the energy well. In this section, we will refer to the energy well around m = +x. Quantitative analysis
of the basin erosion can be performed by defining the degree of erosion η as the fraction of particles in the ensemble
which escape the well in a given number n of iterates of the stroboscopic map40. We have performed extensive
computations of η as function of ac voltage and frequency. The results are reported in the top panel A of Fig. S2. The
zero temperature simulations are carried out for N = 105 ensemble particles and n = 5 iterates of the stroboscopic
map, and with ac spin-torque polarizer directed along the easy anisotropy axis x. Under this ac drive configuration,
the ferromagnetic resonance of the nanoparticle is inhibited and, consequently, the excitation of chaotic dynamics
is not disturbed by the interplay with magnetic resonance phenomena. Moreover, We have checked that choosing
n > 5 does not significantly affect the results, which can be ascribed to the aforementioned fractal nature of the lobe
dynamics47.
It can be clearly seen in Fig. S2A that the degree of erosion η strongly depends on both ac frequency and amplitude
and is much more pronounced for frequencies well below the FMR frequency (ωFMR = 0.1342 corresponding to 4.13
GHz). In particular, it exhibits a threshold behavior for ac voltage amplitudes exceeding the value Vac = 0.124 V and
decreases for increasing ac drive frequency.
In addition, a visual representation of the erosion is reported in lower panels B,C,D,E of Fig. S2, which correspond
to the values of η, ac drive frequency and voltage associated with markers labeled as B,C,D,E in Fig. S2A.
More specifically, each of these panels reports, in the (φ,mz) plane, the initial magnetization states corresponding
to particles which have not escaped the well within n = 5 iterates of the stroboscopic map. One can see that rather
complex erosion patterns appear in the basin around the stable equilibrium (φ = 0,mz = 0). Nevertheless, despite the
appearance of such complicated basin erosion, for certain frequencies and amplitudes, it is still possible to recognize
safe regions surrounding the stable equilibrium (e.g. in panels B, D, E). In general, one can be easily convinced that, in
3appropriate ranges of ac voltage amplitude and frequency, a safety region around the minimum of system free energy
does exist. This region plays the role of a well in which attractive fixed points or attractive periodic trajectories of the
stroboscopic map lie. This well is the one from which the concept of escape in ac-driven conditions can be defined.
